
INTELLIGENT 151 

Chapter 151: Extend Her Bussiness 

Eating happily with Bo Ya and Aoi in her space, Yu Qi did not know some people were plotting against 

her. Even so, she did not care about them. They could plot against her but she just needed to make sure 

that the plan did not work. 

"Aoi, tomorrow I need to go to the city. Do you want to follow me or..." Yu Qi did not finish her 

sentence, Aoi already cut her. 

"I will stay in your space with Aoi. People always looking at me and gave some looks saying 'I want to 

take you away'. And Master want to go to the city. The city is full of people. The outside world was not 

safe. I need to grow up faster." Aoi rejected Yu Qi. 

Yu Qj laughed when she heard about Aoi's complaint. 

"Okay, my cuties. You will stay inside with Aoi. I will go to the city. Maybe I can invite Song Ha Ting or 

Ding Na An." 

"Good, Master. You should bring someone to accompany you. It is dangerous to walk alone." Bo Ya 

could not help worrying about his master. 

Even his master knew the martial arts, it was good to be careful. Danger could come in any direction. 

Yu Qi chuckled. Her two cuties were worried about her. 'Ah, they are cute.' Yu Qi stepped up and 

hugged those two cuties in her arm. 

"Master, what are you doing?" Aoi was almost breathless in Yu Qi's hug. 

"Master, let us go." Bo Ya felt like that. 

Yu Qi laughed. "Sorry, my cuties. You are so cute. I could not help hugging you." Yu Qi released Aoi and 

Bo Ya. 

.... 

Yu Qi decided to go to the city with Ding Na An. Song Ha Ting had some work to finish, so she could not 

join them. They went to the city using the university bus. 

There were some students also going out to the city. To furnish their supply. So, Yu Qi and Ding Na An 

would not be so worried about alone. 

Yu Qi also going out this time for some reason. She wanted to do some market survey. Her greenhouse 

produced many kinds of herbs, fruits, vegetables, and flowers. 

She did not want to supply those only in Shiwa Town but anywhere. Products from her greenhouse were 

unique. They could stay fresh longer than normal products. She knew it because of the plants in her 

greenhouse were watering by the water lake in her space. And also some of the seed came from her 

space.a 



Yu Qi wanted to go to the fresh market while Ding Na An wanted to go to the clothes shop to buy some 

clothes. So, they decided to separate. They would meet again for about two hours later in the pointed 

place. 

Yu Qi walked alone to the market. She went to the shops selling the vegetable. 

"Hi, aunty. Are you busy right now?" Yu Qi greeted aunt that sit the counter. 

"Owh, what do you want to buy? We have a lot of vegetables. You can choose them yourself." That aunt 

told her. 

"No. No. I'm here to ask you some questions. Do you have time?" Yu Qi acted politely to that aunt. 

"Okay, what are you want to ask?" That Aunt looked Yu Qi up and down. 

Despite her looks, Yu Qi still showing her smile to the aunt. "I'm Tang Yu Qi. Aunt?" Yu Qi asked for her 

name. 

"Everyone here called me Aunty Bai." 

"Okay, Aunty Bai. May I know where you get this vegetable from?" 

"Well, from the nearest farm. Why are you want to know that?" 

"How long this vegetable can look fresh?" Yu Qi inquiries again. 

"About one week." Aunty Bai still answered Yu Qi's question. 

"Aunty Bai, do you want vegetables that can look and taste fresh and also not easily became rotten?" Yu 

Qi started to promote her own greenhouse. 

"Of course, I want them." Aunty Bai answered this question fast. 

"I have some offers that Aunty Bai might be interested in this offer." Yu Qi began her negotiation. 

Aunty Bai was still silent. She was interested in the offer but everyone always talked about how good 

their product. 

"Our vegetables came from Shiwa Town. It is about 7 hours of travel by car. Maybe eight hours by lorry. 

We grow our vegetables using our own organic fertilizers. The vegetables keep their freshness for about 

two weeks." Yu Qi promoted her vegetables. 

"To prove that I'm not lying, I will give you about three kilograms of each type of vegetable. We have 

carrot, zucchini, lettuce, spinach, silverbeet, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, potato, sweet potato, yam, 

celery, asparagus, onion, garlic, and shallot. We will send you three kilograms of the available vegetables 

for free. You can taste them yourself. Our vegetable definitely delicious." Yu Qi offered her the best 

offer. 

"Eh, you mean you giving them for free?" Aunty Bai asked in shock. 

"Yeah. It is going to be a test product. I will discuss with my colleagues when to send the vegetables 

here." Yu Qi knew Aunty Bai would not miss out this chance. "We will discuss the price after you see the 

difference in my vegetables." 



Aunty Bau felt she would not lose anything instead she got the free source for her shop for the time 

being. "Okay. When are you going to send them?" 

"I will discuss with my colleagues about that. Can I have your contact number? I will call you." 

"Okay, here is my contact number." Aunty Bai gave her contact number. 

Chapter 152: Playing Along With Her 

Yu Qi also went to one shops that selling fruits and made the same deal. The owner, Mr. Qian was also 

interested in the deal. They exchange the contact number. Yu Qi only chooses one shop only for each 

vegetable and fruits. If she approached all the shops that sell vegetable and fruit, it would lose side on 

her. 

Yu Qi realized she had difficulty contacting her employees. She did not have a phone for the beginning. 

"I need to buy one." 

Yu Qi left the fresh market and went to the mall located only fifteen minutes by walking. She entered 

the mall. She wanted to buy the handphone. 

She saw the shop and entered it. She surveyed the phone worked the best. The salesgirl showed some 

brand that working well. She chooses the one she thought most durable. 

She still got the time from her promise to meet Ding Na An. So she decided to take a stroll in the mall. It 

was the weekend. Therefore, many people inside the mall. Whether they came to buy something or just 

relaxing. 

"Yu Qi!" 

Yu Qi turned and saw Ding Na An. Together with her was Fung Meng Xuan and Yi Ren Shiang. Yu Qi 

looked at them and turned to Din Na An. 

"Are you finished?" The question was directed to Ding Na An since Yu Qi was looking at Ding Na An. 

However, Fung Meng Xuan answered the question for Ding Na An. "She told me she finished shopping 

and wanted to find you. Since we are together, how about we have lunch together?" 

Yu Qi did not like Fung Meng Xuan, so Ding Na An thought Yu Qi would reject Ding Na An straight away. 

But something unexpected happened. Yu Qi accepted Fung Meng Xuan invitation. 

Fung Meng Xuan was happy when Yu Qi did not reject her directly when she invited her. With this, she 

would get the chance to extract some information about Long Hui from Yu Qi. She could not get 

information about Long Hui since he in the military. So, asking someone that knew him is the best way 

to get the information about him. 

They went to a fast food stall. After getting the food, they sat down. Yu Qi was facing Fung Meng Xuan 

and Ding Na An was facing Yi Ren Shiang. 

Yu Qi knew Ding Na An had some history with this Yi Ren Shiang. Yi Ren Shiang looked angry when she 

watched Ding Na An showed no emotional expression. 



"Let eat then." Fung Meng Xuan broke the silence. So the lunch started. 

"Do you guys have a great time during this mid break?" Fung Meng Xuan asked. 

"Of course, I was spending time with my family. We went to D Country to enjoy ourselves." Yi Ren 

Shiang said proudly while eyeing Ding Na An. 

Ding Na An did not give any reaction when Yi Ren Shiang boasted about her family trip to D Country. 

Feeling annoyed, Yi Ren Shiang asked Ding Na An about her holiday. " Ding Na An, how was your 

holiday?" 

"I'm working." Ding Na An answered the question with one short answers. 

Yi Ren Shiang looked a little happy hearing Ding Na An's answer. 

Fung Meng Xuan looked to Yu Qi. "How about you, Miss Tang?" 

"I'm also working." Well, managing her own greenhouse could be called as working, right? So, it was 

true that she was working. 

"Working, why did you work since you have a family to support you?" Fung Meng Xuan remembered 

meeting Tang Family. They looked like a rich family from their appearance. 

"I want to use my money, not their money." 

Fung Meng Xuan nodded while smiling. "I see. Did you spend time with your boyfriend?" 

"Meng Xuan, you know her boyfriend?" Yi Ren Shiang asked. 

"I met him once. During the orientation week. He visited Miss Tang." Fung Meng Xuan tried to cover her 

excitement in her voice. 

However, Yu Qi could detect it. 'So, her target totally changed in this life.' Yu Qi looked at Fung Meng 

Xuan with a cold eye. 'She can try and I will be waiting for that.' 

Ding Na An watched Yu Qi with confused eyes. She remembered that Yu Qi told her that she did not 

have a boyfriend. Then, why Fung Meng Xuan said she met Yu Qi's boyfriend? 

Yu Qi noticed the confusion in Ding Na An's look. Yu Qi smiled at her like telling her, 'I will explain to you 

later.' Ding Na An got the message. 

"So, you meet him during this mid break?" Fung Meng Xuan keeps asked Yu Qi about Yu Qi's boyfriend. 

"Why you want to know that?" Yu Qi throws the question. The question that made Fung Meng Xuan 

changed her expression. 

Yeah, why Fung Meng Xuan wanted to know it? Of course, it was one reason. Because she tried to 

gather some information about Long Hai. 

"Well, I'm just asking." Fung Meng Xuan smiled awkwardly. 

"My boyfriend was busy with his work. But he tried to spend time with me." Yu Qi lied. She decided to 

play along with her. Seemed she wanted to know Long Hui. Yu Qi wanted to make her jealous first. 



Hearing Yu Qi happily spending her time with Long Hui during the mid break, making Fung Meng Xuan 

clutched her hand. Yu Qi's word successful entered Fung Meng Xuan's brain and made Fung Meng Xuan 

was jealous with that. 

Fixing her expression, Fung Meng Xuan excused herself to go to the toilet. Yu Qi smiled in victory. 'I will 

make you suffer after what had you done to me in my past life.' 

Chapter 153: How Weak 

Fung Meng Xuan went to the toilet to calm herself. She admitted she was jealous of hearing that Yu Qi 

was able to spend time with her boyfriend. She must hold back for the sake of having Long Hui. 

She remembered about the show that she planned with Bai Shu Jin. This was planned after she knew 

that Yu Qi wanted to go outside the university. 

Her phone was ringing. Fung Meng Xuan answered the call. It was Bai Shu Jin. 

"We going to do as planned, Senior Bai Shu Jin... Yes, don't worry. It will not hurt her." She talked to Bai 

Shu Jin. 

After answering the call, Fung Meng Xuan went back to their table. Yu Qi and Yi Ren Shiang already 

finished eating while Ding Na An still filling her stomach. 

"How long you want to eat?" Yi Ren Shiang put the disgusting look toward Ding Na An. 

"It is up to me. Besides I still have my food left. It was not easy to earn money to eat." Ding Na An 

answered Yi Ren Shiang. 

"I forget. You are poor." Yi Ren Shiang mocked Ding Na An. 

Ding Na An paid no attention to what Yi Ren Shiang just said. Like it was not her that Yi Ren Shiang 

talked about. 

"Ren Shiang, don't talk like that." Fung Meng Xuan reprimanded Yi Ren Shiang. 

"I'm done." Ding Na An said. "Let's go." 

Yu Qi stood up. Followed by Ding Na An. 

"Yeah. You should go back. We are going to go to buy some clothes. Well, not like the clothes that you 

buy." Yi Ren Shiang sneered throwing some look to the plastic bag that contained some clothes that 

Ding Na An just brought. 

Ding Na An took the plastic bag ignoring Yi Ren Shiang that insulted her. Yu Qi gave Yi Ren Shiang some 

cold look. When Yi Ren Shiang saw that look, she shut up her mouth. She felt scared to Yu Qi. She saw 

that look when she tried to snatch Yu Qi's dog. The look that made you think the person will kill you 

right away. 

Fung Meng Xuan texted a message. 'Start the plan now.' She clicked the button send. She smiled when 

looked at Yu Qi's back that walked away from her. 

"You know this Yi Ren Shiang for a long time?" Yu Qi asked Ding Na An. 



"Well, to be honest, according to blood connection, she is my half sister. She was born three days after I 

was born. But in an official document, we are not related to each other. Her father made us signed the 

document that my older sister and I are not related to him." Ding Na An told her the truth. "I don't really 

care about my father since I never meet him before. I meet him when he together with Yi Ren Shiang's 

mother came to my mother looking for us to sign the agreement." 

Yu Qi was silent during Ding Na An's story. That why Yi Ren Shiang always picked up Ding Na An and 

insulted her. Because Ding Na An was her stepsister. 

"Hello, my ladies." 

Yu Qi and Ding Na An looked around. Six men gathered in a circle around them and trapped them. 

"My ladies, can I have some honor to accompany you?" One of the men seemed to be a leader talking to 

Yu Qi and Ding Na An in a weird tone. 

"Can you speak normally? Don't imitate the tone that a gentleman always used. It is not suited for you." 

Yu Qi stopped for a few moments and continued back. "A gentleman will never use this tactic to 

accompany a lady." 

The men seemed to dumbfounded hearing sentences from Yu Qi. Normally, a girl should be scared in a 

situation like this. Why this girl behaves differently? 

"Hump, bitch, let's see if you can talk like this when you are beneath me. Brothers, let them submit." 

The leader shouted. 

A man approached Yu Qi, wanted to grab her. Yu Qi gave a punch. The man instantly knocks out. 

"How weak." Yu Qi complained when saw the man already lost his conscious. 

The men once again dumbfounded in what they saw. Why this girl is so strong? 

"Grab the other girl." The leader shouted. 

Other men ignored Yu Qi and rushed to Ding Na An. 

Then the men heard Ding Na An said. "You should not underestimate the girl." Ding Na An used her 

other hand to punch a man and kicked a man at his crotch. 

The man that been kicked at his crotch went down holding the place that Ding Na An kicked. Other men 

instantly placed their hand on their crotch. Only men know this pain. 

Yu Qi rushed to attack the leader. Because he did not have time to react, Yu Qi could easily beat him. 

Besides, the men did not have knowledge of martial art or self defense made them easier to beat. 

Chapter 154: The Plan Failed 

Bai Shu Jin rushed to the scene. He heard some scream. It should be fifteen minutes later for the show 

started. Then he saw Yu Qi was standing without any injuries. Beneath her foot, there was a man laying 

down. 



Bai Shu Jin stunned when he looked at this situation. The men were defeated by two girls. How can this 

be? He knows Yu Qi could do martial art but beat five men? 

Yu Qi turned to Bai Shu Jin. The man under her feet already fainted. She just used a move and the man 

was down. She wanted to ask something but the man already lost his conscious. 

Ignoring Bai Shu Jin, Yu Qi turned to Ding Na An. "Are you okay?" 

Ding Na An smiled. "Yeah, don't worry. I do learn self defense from my sister." 

"What had happened here?" Two men in the police uniform came in rush. 

Someone had called the police. Yu Qi silently thanking the unknown person. 

"They ganged up against us. They want to take us somewhere. We just defending yourself." Ding Na An 

explained. 

"I see." A policeman looked at the men that lost their consciousness. 'Girls now can not be provoked.' 

"Call the ambulance." The policeman said to his colleague. 

"Miss, you two can follow me to go to the police station. We want to collect your statement." The 

policeman said. 

"Okay." 

Yu Qi and Ding Na An followed the policeman to the police station leaving Bai Shu Jin. After Yu Qi and 

Ding Na An left, Bai Shu Jin made a call. The phone was ringing twice before the call had been answered 

by someone. 

"Fung Meng Xuan, this should not be happening." Bai Shu Jin shouted to her. He did not bother to add 

'miss' in front of her name anymore. 

"Senior Bai Shu Jin, what is happened?" Fung Meng Xuan controlled her voice. 

Listening to Bai Shu Jin's voice that contained a hint of panic, Fung Meng Xuan thought her plan was a 

success. Well, she did a plan with Bai Shu Jin making Bai Shu Jin as the hero saves the damsel in distress. 

But she did a few changes in their plan. 

Fung Meng Xuan planned with Bai Shu Jin like this. The five men approached Yu Qi. Then Bai Shu Jin 

entered the scene and had a few fake fights with the men. This would increase Bai Shu Jin's image in 

front of Yu Qi. 

But Fung Meng Xuan secretly ordered the men to 'play' with Yu Qi. She told the wrong time to Bai Shu 

Jin. So he would late for the show. He may be going to watch Yu Qi been raped by the men. Yu Qi would 

hate by the man, Long Hui. 

"The five men had taken to hospital before taken to the police station." Bai Shu Jin told the current 

situation to Fung Meng Xuan. 

"What? All of them? Why?" Fung Meng Xuan asked in a panic. 



Of course, she would be panic because she was hired the men to give Yu Qi some trouble. But when she 

thought about this over again, it was a relief. She did hire them but she never meets them directly. She 

used left the money at the specific place and told the leader of the men to take the money at that place. 

"Miss Tang fight with them. All of the men lost their consciousness." Bai Shu Jin informed Fung Meng 

Xuan. 

Fung Meng Xuan did think the plan was brilliant. However, something about Yu Qi that Fung Meng Xuan 

overlooked. She knew that Yu Qi did learn self defense but she did not know Yu Qi was very proficient in 

the martial arts. She never considers Yu Qi could fight with five men directly. She felt very annoying. 

"How can the men appeared early than we promised?" Bai Shu Jin questioning Fung Meng Xuan. 

"Senior Bai Shu Jin, I could not control their movement." Fung Meng Xuan sounded hopeless to Bai Shu 

Jin. "Don't worry, Senior Bai Shu Jin. I never met them directly. They could not link us to the incident." 

Fung Meng Xuan said to Bai Shu Jin. 

"Okay, then. But our cooperation ended now." Bai Shu Jin made the decision. He did think it was useless 

to cooperate with some girl. He should use his brain not just depending on one woman. 

"But Senior Bai Shu Jin....." The other side already turned off the call. 

Fung Meng Xuan was very angry with this conclusion. Yu Qi was saved, she lost her ally and more she 

lost her money. 

Fung Meng Xuan did not expect that Yu Qi was so strong. Even Ding Na An also can fight with these men. 

She thought Yu Qi will be raped by these men. Long Hui would get to know this and hated Yu Qi. Then 

she would be in a picture with Long Hui. She needed a new plan. 

Chapter 155: Give Statement To Police Station 

Yu Qi and Ding Na An arrived at the police station. Both of the girls wore an expressionless on their face. 

"Wait here first. I will inform someone about this case." The policemen who brought them to the police 

state signaled them to sit on the chair here. 

Less than one minute, the policeman appeared again. This time he was with someone. Yu Qi looked to 

that person. She recognized this officer. It was Sir Li Jing Min that handles the case where Madam 

Sheng, her previous boss had been kidnapped by someone. 

"Sir Li Jing Ming. Nice to meet you again, Miss Wang Yu Qu." Sir Li Jing Min greeted her. 

"Sir, it is Tang Yu Qi now. I'm officially adopted by grandfather, Grandpa Tang." Yu Qi corrected him. 

"Oh, I see. Sorry about that. Are you here to report about the attack from the man?" Sir Li Jing Min 

asked her. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I see. That why they had been sent to the hospital." Sir Li Jing Min mumbled to himself. He silently 

prayed to the men. 



Sir Li Jing Min knew this girl in front of him was different than other girls. This girl could kill a man easily. 

"Yu Qi, do you know this officer?" Ding Na An said when she saw Yu Qi was getting familiar with the 

police officer in front of them. 

"Yeah. We met before. He was the office that processes my case." Yu Qi explained to Ding Na An. 

"What are you doing in this city?" Sir Li Jing Min wondered why Yu Qi was here in the A City. 

"I'm further my study here. At Starlight University." Yu Qi answered him. " What's about you, Sir?" 

"I have transferred here for the last two months. Order from the upper management. Okay, back to the 

case now." Sir Li Jing Min was back to the track. 

Yu Qi explained the incident to Sir Li Jing Min. Sometimes Ding Na An also interrupting the conversation 

to add some more details on it. Sir Li Jing Min recorded all the conversation that they had right now. 

"Thank you for the detail. I will interrogate the five men that attacked you. I will call you if I have some 

update about his case." Sir Li Jing Min ended the meeting. 

Yu Qi and Ding Na An walked out of the police station. Now one problem occurred. How Yu Qi and Ding 

Na An wanted to go back to the university? Taxi is so expensive. Moreover, Yu Qi did to not like to use a 

taxi. 

"Let me send to Starlight University. My house is on the way. I will drop you there." The man came from 

behind, inside the police station. The man was Sir Li Jing Min himself. 

"Are you sure it's okay to send us?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah." 

"Okay, then. Thank you." 

.... 

"Is that Yu Qi just getting out from the car?" Yi Ren Shiang pointed to one direction. 

Fung Meng Xuan took a look at the direction. She could see Yu Qi and Ding Na An talked to the owner of 

the car. The owner of the car seemed to be a middle aged man. 

"Don't you think that was her boyfriend?" Yi Ren Shiang excited to see Yu Qi's boyfriend. Excited when 

she got the news about Yu Qi's boyfriend. 

"She rejected Senior Bai Shu Jin because of this middle age man? Yuck. I never thought her taste will be 

this bad. I bet she got a lot of money from this middle age man. This middle age man must already be 

married. She is a kept woman." Yi Ren Shiang already made a lot of assumption about Yu Qi 

Well, for Fung Meng Xuan, it was even better if Yi Ren Shiang assumed like that. She did not bother to 

correct Yi Ren Shiang even though she did know Yu Qi's actual boyfriend. It was a benefit to her. If the 

rumor about Yu Qi was being a kept woman spread among the students, Yu Qi's image would totally be 

destroyed. And Long Hui would know about it. 

"Let's go. Just ignore them." Fung Meng Xuan acted like a Saint. 



"Yeah. Well, I will make sure everyone knows about this." Yi Ren Shiang smiled arrogantly while threw 

some look to Yu Qi's direction. 

Meanwhile, Yu Qi and Ding Na An separated and went to their own rooms. After making sure she locked 

the door, she entered her space. Bo Ya and Aoi approached her. 

"Master, I told you. Outside was dangerous. I saw the men attacking you. I want to go outside but I 

can't." Aoi was talking to Yu Qi in the sulking tone. 

"Don't worry, my dear. I already take care of them. They already sent to the police station." Yu Qi said 

while patting Aoi's head. 

"Master, I guess someone was plotting against you." Bo Ya told Yu Qi. 

"Yeah. I know it. I can guess who is it. But there is no evidence saying that was that person." Yu Qi knew 

but like she said there was no evidence. 

"Master, I only can look for your surrounding. If I noticed something strange, I will quickly tell you." Bo 

Ya looked at Yu Qi with determination. 

"Thank you Bo Ya." 

Chapter 156: Kept Woman or Goddess 

Yu Qi and other classmates went to the cafe to have lunch. There were a lot of students having their 

lunch there. When Yu Qi stepped into the cafe, a lot of students turned to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi as always ignored the look that been thrown to her. She was famous in her own way. 

"She dared to show herself. Is she doesn't feel shame about what she doing?" 

"I never thought she would do something like that." 

"I think she rejected Senior Bai Shu Jin because he doesn't enough rich compared to that man." 

"Such a gold digger." 

"Lucky, she doesn't fancy Senior Bai Shu Jin." 

"A kept woman." 

Song Ha Ting frowned. From what they were talking about, it was about Yu Qi. Yu Qi was a kept woman? 

How does this rumor happen? Yu Qi's classmates suddenly frowned. Yu Qi, in fact, was a girl that looked 

cold outside but had a warm heart. She always helped them whenever they have trouble in the studies. 

On the side, Yu Qi who the one been discussed by others looked indifferently like the rumor was 

someone else. She did not care about that. As long as those people did not disturb her, they could do 

whatever they wanted. 

"Yu Qi, they are insulting you." One of her classmates, Mei Lilli, spoke to Yu Qi. 

"Just ignore them." Yu Qi just smiled so easily. 

"But..." Mei Lilli wanted to say something but Yu Qi blocked her words. 



"You all know me, so it is enough." Yu Qi smiled beautifully to her classmates. 

They were stunned when Yu Qi smiled at them. Yu Qi who type did not often smile when she smiled, it 

was stunningly beautiful. Even other students saw her smile were speechless. 

"Let buy some food and eat at our faculty. If the cafe in our faculty is not in the renovation, I would not 

come here." A male classmate of Yu Qi said. 

"Me too." 

"Let's do what Ah Chong suggests. The space outside the lab is also relaxing." 

"Okay." 

Yu Qi chuckled when she heard about what had they suggesting. They should not do that. Trust her and 

ignored the rumor was more than enough to her. 

Ding Na An and Song Ha Ting pulled Yu Qi along. Other students speechless when this happened. Their 

protective side made Yu Qi felt a little happy. Even her classmates not wavered with those rumors. 

.... 

"How dare they insult our goddess?" One man among Yu Qi classmates said the sentence. 

They were gathered at the place that they were talking about at the cafe just now. As suggested, they 

were having lunch there. 

"Yeah. They don't know our goddess. On what basis, they can talk about Yu Qi like that? They don't even 

know her to the beginning." 

"Goddess?" This was the first time Yu Qi heard about this. 

"Yu Qi, it is your nickname." Song Ha Ting chuckled. "It was Man Zhou who gave that nickname for you." 

"Yeah. It is Goddess of Herbs. Since you like and know about herbs." 

Yu Qi laughed. 'Goddess of Herbs.' It had been a while since she laughed in front of other people that 

not really close to her. 

"Back to the rumor, why that rumor existed? That person just wants to destroy Yu Qi." 

"Our goddess is beautiful. So, a lot of people want to tarnish Yu Qi reputation. And Senior Bai Shu Jin 

also one of the reason. He had a lot of admirers. Maybe one of them spread the rumor." Mei Lilli told 

her suspiciousness. 

"Maybe Senior Bai Shu Jin the one who spread the rumor because Yu Qi rejected his confession." 

"If he wants to do that, it should be a long time ago." 

"Yeah." 

"Guys, let just ignore those rumor." Yu Qi did not really care about the rumor. They could talk a lot of 

them. In high school, she was isolated, been used by others until Feng Yue came into the picture. 



Now, people who came to know her did not waver and believed her. Even defended her from the 

rumor. She felt very happy and grateful for that. 

"Thank you, everyone, for believing me." Yu Qi thanked her classmates. 

"Ha...Our goddess thank us." 

"Ha...She thanks us." 

"I really happy." 

Everyone laughed. Yu Qi was the goddess of the medical course. So, there were a lot of men admired Yu 

Qi. But, because she always looked very aloof and added on the rumor that she had a boyfriend, they 

preferred to admire her from far. Now, they had chances to ask her about the truth. 

"Yu Qi, about the rumor that you have a boyfriend, is that true?" One of her classmates asked her. 

"I do have a boyfriend." Yu Qi made straight lies. 

The men that had expected that she would answer 'no' showed a disappointed look on their face. 

Song Ha Ting and Ding Na An secretly laughed. They knew that Yu Qi was lying. It was her tactic to make 

the men who had interested in her gave up themselves. 

Yu Qi just had a small smile on her lips. Well, it would be a lie if she said she did not have a boyfriend. 

Talking about boyfriend made her wondered about Long Hui. Yu Qi had no time to think about another 

man. 

"Well, what is your boyfriend doing?" 

"He is a soldier." 

"Soldier?" 

"Yeah." 

"Soldier is a dangerous job. You should think about that." 

"Every job has its own risk. Like us. The doctor who operates the patients, the scientist that doing the 

experiment, even the builder has its own risk." Yu Qi replied to the people that said that sentence. 

"Yeah, I agree with Yu Qi." Mei Lilli nodded herself. "Guys, I know you like Yu Qi but please don't plan to 

destroy her relationship with her boyfriend." Mei Lilli directly told the men. 

The girls laughed while the men had an awkward look on their face. Well, they did hope something like 

that and they would have a chance to win Yu Qi. 

"Sorry. I love him." Her heartbeat beating faster when she said the word. She imagined Long Hui as 

'him'. 

Chapter 157: Being Kicked From The Club 

Planning her schedule, Yu Qi was kind of busy. She already called Song Tao to arrange the goods to be 

delivered to shops that Yu Qi been visited another day. 



She was thinking to get one personal assistant to handle the matter regarding the greenhouse. She 

thought she needed to refer to the Grandpa Tang since he had a lot of connection. 

Regarding Yu Qi's rumor, it became more and more exaggerated. She was a mistress. Then it was 

upgraded, she was mistress of a married man, then mistress of an old man. 

Even her lecturer asked her. Not about the rumor but herself. Whether she was okay or not. If not, they 

could help to investigate how the rumor starts. She was telling them that she was okay and they did not 

need to deal with it 

Yu Qi already closed her ear about the rumor. They could say whatever they wanted to say. She did not 

the one who wasted time and energy, so Yu Qi did not mind about that. 

Yu Qi was on the way to the martial arts club. This week was the martial arts club's turn. When she 

arrived at the martial arts club, all of the eyes in the club was on her. Unlike shooting club, there were 

female members in the martial arts club. Some of them did not like Yu Qi because, from the beginning, 

Yu Qi stole the attention of the men in the martial arts club making Yu Qi been hated by the female in 

the club. 

"She still dares to come here. Shameless." A girl talked loudly, with the intention that Yu Qi heard her 

voice. 

Yu Qi turned the girl that talked like that to her. She looked for a second time and ignored her, 

continued her step. 

"Hey you, you are just a kept woman, mistress." This girl was Yi Ren Shiang's cousin, Yi Su Rang. She 

already heard about Yu Qi's stories from Yi Ren Shiang. 

Yu Qi keeps ignored Yi Su Rang made Yi Su Rang threw more the insult words to Yu Qi. It had been 

continued until a senior stopped Yi Su Rang. 

"Junior Tang, Our President wants to see you at the meeting room." A man came to Yu Qi. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. 

Yu Qi went to the meeting room. In the meeting room, there was President In Shu Heng, Vice President 

Man He Jing, and Senior Lan Zhou Ming. They were waiting for Yu Qi. Yu Qi sat the empty chair. 

"Hi, Seniors. Why are you want to see me?" Yu Qi said. 

"There was a lot of rumor about Junior Tang recently." Senior Lan Zhou Ming in her sweet smile began 

the conversation. 

Yu Qi did not change her expression and waiting for the President In Shu Heng and Vice President Man 

He Jing to talk. Senior Lan Zhou Ming just a third year senior the same as President In Shu Heng and Vice 

President Man He Jing. 

"Junior Tang, your rumor that affected the club reputation." President In Shu Heng spoke. 

Vice President Man He Jing frowned while Senior Lan Zhou Ming was smiling. 

"So?" Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. 



"Our club advisor decided you to volunteer to quit the club." Senior Lan Zhou Ming talked when seeing 

President In Shu Heng and Vice President Man He Jing hesitated to talk. 

Yu Qi sighed. She never expected that this club made the decision basic on rumor. Well, if they did not 

want her to be in this club, she would quit without resist. She would not lose anything at all. 

"Okay, I will quit this club. Thank you for the things that you had taught me when I'm in the club." Yu Qi 

stood up and bow a little to three of them. "I will give the notification letter to you next time." 

Yu Qi walked out of the meeting room. To be honest, she really liked the club despite many of the 

female members hated her. But things already went this way. 

"Junior Tang, I'm sorry." Vice President Man He Jing ran to her and stopped her. 

"It's okay. I know it was not your decision to make." Yu Qi did not make things hard for Vice President 

Man He Jing. She knew it was not him making this decision. 

"I want to prevent this to happen but..." Vice President Man He Jing signed. "President In Shu Heng and I 

the one wants you to enter this club in the first place. It left a bitter taste to me." 

"I will leave first. I will come back to give you the letter." Yu Qi bowed a little bit and turned away. 

Vice President Man He Jing signed again. "What a shame." 

Yu Qi walked away passed the girl that insulated her just now. 

"Hey, kept woman. Are you being kicked from the club?" Yi Su Rang still wanted to find trouble for Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi stopped walking and turned to Yi Su Rang before talked to her. "Yes. You can be happy now." 

Without waiting for any replies from Yi Su Rang, she left elegantly leaving Yi Su Rang dumbfounded 

there. 

Chapter 158: New Assistant 

Being kicked from the martial arts club, she walked to the shooting club. She could see that club 

members doing their routine. She approached them. 

"Oh, Yu Qi, why are you here?" Shi Man Xie realized Yu Qi was there. "I think this week should be the 

martial arts club's turn." 

"Yeah, but I'm already being kicked out from that club." Yu Qi just made a blunt statement. 

Everyone was hearing that statement stopped whatever they were doing and gathered around Yu Qi. 

Their queen was being kicked out of the club? What? What? Why did that happen in the first place? 

"What had happened?" Vice captain Jung Xi Wan asked. 

"They said my rumor affected the club's reputation. So, they suggest me to volunteer quit the club." Yu 

Qi explained to the shooting club members. 

"Are they idiot or what?" Vice captain Jung Xi Wan raged. 

"I think they think using their knee, not with their brain." 



"I think so too." 

All the shooting club members expressed their beliefs on Yu Qi. They did not think Yu Qi was kind of girl 

stated in the rumor. Of course, they would think like that. With their commander, Long Hui, Yu Qi would 

not be a kept woman or mistress. 

Yu Qi felt warmed with their thought. They believed her. They dia not judge her with those rumors. 

"They don't want me to be in their club. Well, I just can quit them. Vice captain, don't be angry." Yu Qi 

calmed up Vice captain Jung Xi Wan. 

"Yeah. Just quit that damn club. You can be in our club full time." 

"They will regret when they realize they losing the diamond." 

"Yeah. Just don't worry, Yu Qi." 

"Okay. Let's stop and continue to practice." Captain Hang Ru Yen said in a blunt tone. 

"Darling, our daughter had been bullied. How can you keep quiet about this?" Vice captain Jung Xi Wan 

began his routine teasing Captain Hang Ru Yen. 

"So?" Captain Hang Ru Yen asked. 

"We need to plan to attack back them." Vice captain Jung Xi Wan smiled foolishly. 

"Okay, let's increase your running to ten laps to twenty laps for today." Captain Hang Ru Yen just made 

Vice captain Jung Xi Wan tumbled. 

"What? You can't do this." Vice captain Jung Xi Wan wanted to protest. 

"Then 30 laps and I can do it." Captain Hang Ru Yen looked at Vice captain Jung Xi Wan. 

Vice captain Jung Xi Wan keep argued with Captain Hang Ru Yen until Captain Hang Ru Yen increased 

the laps up to fifty laps. In the end, Vice captain Jung Xi Wan gave up. He went to complete his fifty laps 

running. 

"Just don't worry about the rumor. Our members did not believe it at all. For today, you may stay as you 

want. I don't have anything objection." Captain Hang Ru Yen patted her head gently before leaving to his 

training. 

... 

Yu Qi was waiting for her appointment with someone in the restaurant. She had a purpose today. She 

used her connection to Old Man Feng to find a person. Finally, she found him and wanted to see him 

today. 

A man around the late twenty or entering thirty years old came inside the restaurant together with an 

old man wearing a neat suit carried a bag. They saw Yu Qi and went to her table. 

"Good afternoon, Miss Tang Yu Qi." An old man greeted Yu Qi. 



"Good afternoon, sirs. Have a seat here." Yu Qi stood up inviting the two men to take a seat in front of 

her. 

"I prefer we are going straight to the point." The old man spoke. "I'm Tin Man Li, a lawyer sent by 

Master Feng and this is Su Yu Hi. He will be working under you as your personal finance assistant 

directly." 

"I'm Tang Yu Qi." Yu Qi introduced herself. 

Su Yu Hi was a person that Yu Qi knew from her previous life. Su Yu Hi was a successful person in the 

investment world. She was so lucky this time. Yu Qi wanted him to manage her finance. 

"I already read your condition. You want me as your personal assistant. And your condition seemed to 

benefit me and you equally." Su Yu Hi said to Yu Qi. 

Su Yu Hi had a good impression of Yu Qi. He first met Yu Qi during Master Tang's birthday banquet. At 

first, he thought this girl just lucky receiving grandfather's love while she was an orphan. But after 

reading the detail about her, Su Yu Hi changed his perspective about the girl. 

The girl was a genius. Su Yu Hi betted that this girl has an eidetic memory, an ability that recalls the 

image from her memory after seeing it once with high precision for a brief time after exposure. 

"I agree with your condition." Su Yu Hi made the decision to work under this girl even though the girl 

was younger than him. 

Su Yu Hi finalized everything by signing the contract. Yu Qi also signed it. 

Chapter 159: Videos 

Still, in the restaurant, Yu Qi discussed something with the men. Unknown to Yu Qi, someone took a 

picture of her together with Tin Man Li. That person knew about the angle on how to make only Yu Qi 

and Tin Man Li together in the picture. 

That person smiled. With this picture, she could make Yu Qi's rumor looked real. The rumor about Yu Qi 

became a mistress to an old man. This picture could prove it. 

After discussing the work that Su Yu Hi would manage, Yu Qi excused herself. She betted this would be 

easy when Su Yu Hi managed the finance. 

The next day, a picture of Yu Qi and an old man were meeting in the restaurant was seen by students. Yu 

Qi became famous again. They believed the picture. 

Yu Qi walked out from her hostel received some dirty look from the other girls. Her classmate joined 

her. 

"Yu Qi, have you seen the picture?" Her classmate carefully answered her afraid that she would be angry 

with that. 

"Yeah. Don't worry. I don't do anything wrong. So, why I care about that?" Yu Qi still calm. She did not 

know why people keep paying attention to her life. 

"Are you really meeting with that old man?" 



"Yes. Not two but three." 

"Huh?" Her classmate did not understand what Yu Qi meant by that. 

"I mean, that time, I'm having a meeting with two men. One old man and the other one is a man around 

the late twenty years old. They were sent by my grandfather to discuss something. Not erotic things that 

others were thinking about." Yu Qi explained to her classmate. 

Everyone who around Yu Qi heard about that. However, someone sneered to Yu Qi's explanation. 

"You sure came up with your story. How can we don't see another man that you described in the 

picture?" Yi Su Rang was also among the people there. 

"I have told my story. Whether you believe or not, it is up to you. I will never waste my time and my 

saliva to explain more to you." Yu Qi smirked and she walked together with her classmate. 

"Slut. She just doesn't want to admit it." Yi Su Rang looked at Yu Qi disgustingly. 

.... 

In the Space 

Yu Qi sat in front of the computer. The rumor about her became more and more exaggerated. She 

needed to do something. In the beginning, she did not think this rumor would become like this. Now she 

had to do something. 

Yu Qi hacked into the CCTV system that the restaurant had. She reviewed the time when she was 

meeting with Tin Man Li and Su Yu Hi. There were 4 cameras installed in the restaurant. She reviewed all 

of them in the hope to get something. Her prayers had been answered. 

Yu Qi smiled when she saw something in the third video that she reviewing. Someone secretly took 

pictures behind. That person was well prepared since he or she was wearing the dust mask to cover the 

face. 

The video showed how cautious that person took the picture of her. That person seriously considered 

the angle of the picture where capture only Yu Qi and the old man together. Leaving another man out of 

the picture. 

"Master, you are smiling. Do you get what you want?" Bo Ya who sitting beside Yu Qi together with Aoi 

noticed the smile on his master's lips. 

"Yes, it is very interesting." Yu Qi was smiling but her eyes flashed a killer aura. 

Bo Ya lived for a long time. He knew the look on his master right now. Same as his previous master. 

Yu Qi analyzed the person. A girl? So it was a girl. Fung Meng Xuan? No, Fung Meng Xuan's figure was 

not like this. So, who was this girl? Well, Yu Qi already got the evidence that proved someone ignited the 

rumor to destroy her reputation. 

Yu Qi released the video that showed she was together with two men in the restaurant in the university 

forum website. In the second video showed someone secretly took pictures of her. Everyone who saw 



the video was shocked. Someone was trying to destroy Yu Qi. Everyone was curious about the person 

who took the pictures. Who was that person? 

The next day, Yu Qi was been surrounded by other students, the moment she stepped out from her 

room. Yu Qi frowned. 'Can these people leave me alone?' 

"Miss Tang, we are sorry. We believe the rumor." 

All the girls apologized to Yu Qi. 

"It's okay. I really don't care about that." Yu Qi said. 

Everyone praised Yu Qi how she was able to still cool when the rumor attacking her. Except for one girl. 

When everyone's eyes on Yu Qi, she gave a sharp look to Yu Qi. Yu Qi managed to recover back her 

tarnish reputation. 

Chapter 160: Sinister Glare 

'Master, I felt some sinister glare toward you.' Bo Ya talked to Yu Qi through telepathy. 

Yu Qi looked around. Not one glared at her like that. But Bo Ya said so. It must be true. The culprit was 

among this people. 

It was true then that the girl in the video was not Fung Meng Xuan. Then who? Well, she had been hated 

by many girls since she first entered this university. If that girl wanted to destroy Yu Qi, she would attack 

Yu Qi again sooner or later. Yu Qi just had to wait for the girl to attack her. 

The bad rumor about Yu Qi decreased. That was the effect of the videos. Yu Qi's life finally back to 

normal. 

..... 

"We have a talk regarding the eye topic this weekend. I hope all of you can attend the talk. A well known 

ophthalmologist will come to share his knowledge with you." The professor told them about the forum. 

The class ended after the professor made his announcement. They would have the next class after one 

hour break. They decided to go to the library inside the faculty. 

This library was separated from the main library. The main library had the books from all the faculty 

including the medical course itself. But this library had all the book regarding medical. Even the old 

scrolls that its content regarding the medical stored in this library. Only the medical student could access 

this library. 

"Yu Qi, you want to read the old scroll again right?" Song Ha Ting made the guess. 

Yu Qi smiled. Without answering this question, they knew her answer. They knew Yu Qi really interested 

with the old method of medical. Yu Qi just wanted to read for fun. In addition, it would increase her 

knowledge. 

"Professor Chu said well known ophthalmologist will come. It must be him right?" One of her 

classmates, Yun Xiao, was getting excited. 



"Him? Who?" Song Ha Ting asked. 

"Who? Of course, Tang Han Lee." Yun Xiao told the name. 

Yu Qi coughed when she heard that name. 

"He was a well known ophthalmologist. Currently working at his family hospital. First heir of Tang 

Hospital. And he is indeed handsome." Another girl, So Pang Lim, joined their conversation. 

"Really? Made me wants to meet him face in the face." Song Ha Ting began to feel excited. 

"Are you want to see him as for his look or his speech?" Ding Na An asked for confirmation. 

"Both." The two girls answered excitedly. 

Yun Xiao also added. "He is really handsome. Even I as guy acknowledged his looks." 

Yu Qi once again coughed. 'Big Brother Han Lee's charm even worked to man. You have my respect.' 

"Let clear our schedule for this weekend and go to the talk." 

"Yeah." 

So the plan for the weekend was set. 

... 

"Yu Qi, I already arrange the transportation for goods to be delivered J City Market." Su Yu Hi told Yu Qi 

through a call. 

Su Yu Hi addressed Yu Qi as Yu Qi because Yu Qi asked him to do so. Su Hi Yu did not mind about that 

and did as Yu Qi wanted. While Yu Qi addressed him as Brother Yu Hi. 

"This strategy might show a loss in our profit but it is a long time investment." Yu Qi said. 

"Yeah." Su Yu Hi also agreed with this strategy. He understood its process. 

"You want my permission to invest in the investment that you think worth." Yu Qi said. 

"Are you not worry that I will run with your money?" Su Yu Hi tested Yu Qi. 

"I trust my judgment." Yu Qi said confidently. 

Su Yu Hi was silent. Then he spoke. "I will find the investment that worth." 

"Okay. I need to go now. We will talk again." 

"Okay. Bye." 

The call ended. 

"Master, I want to walk." Aoi jumped on her lap. 

"Where?" 



"No aim. I just bored trapped in this room." Aoi begged his master with his cute look. He knew his 

master could not resist his cute look. She would definitely agree with him. 

Yeah, Aoi was correct. Yu Qi did not resist the cuteness showed by Aoi. So she agreed with Aoi. 

"Only for two hours. I have things to do this evening." 

Aoi jumped down. "Okay, Master." His tail excitedly wavered right and left. 

So, they went for a walk. 

"Yu Qi." Someone was calling for her name. 

Yu Qi turned back and saw Song Ha Ting was running toward her. Yu Qi already knew that caught Song 

Ha Ting's attention that made her running that way. 

Aoi did not have time to move and he was hugged by that person. Yu Qi laughed when she heard Aoi's 

voice through telepathy. 

'Master, help me. She will crush me like that.' 

'Bear with it. She misses you.' 

Song Ha Ting keeps hugging Aoi. She rewarded Aoi with a kiss. After a few moments, her grip to Aoi 

loosens up. Aoi took the opportunity to free himself. 

"Aoi." Song Ha Ting shouted. 

Ignoring Song Ha Ting, Aoi ran leaving his master. He did not care about that anymore. He just wanted 

to save himself from that girl, Song Ha Ting. 

 


